The Notre Dame Executive MBA Curriculum

**Curricular Focus Legend:**
- Leadership
- Strategy
- Fundamentals

**South Bend Course Sequence**
- **Signature Experience**: Executive Integral Leadership
- **Spring**: Ethics, Negotiations, Corporate Finance, Management Accounting, Global Macroeconomic Environment, Operations/Supply Chain Management, Interultural Management
- **Winter/Fall**: International Immersion, Business Law, Leadership and Decision Making, Systems Thinking and Advanced Tactics, Strategic Marketing, Financial Statement Analysis and Valuation, Global Finance
- **January**: Current Themes/Electives

**Chicago Course Sequence**
- **Signature Experience**: Executive Integral Leadership
- **Spring**: Economics of the Firm, Ethics, Negotiations
- **Spring**: Strategic Planning for Growth, Design Thinking and Innovation, Emerging Trends in Business and Society, Change Management
- **Summer/Fall**: Management Accounting, Global Macroeconomic Environment
- **January**: Current Themes/Electives

*Course only included in South Bend Executive MBA curriculum
**Course only included in Chicago Executive MBA curriculum